
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of senior UX architect. If you are looking for an exciting place to work,
please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for senior UX architect

Work with emerging technologies like Blockchain, IoT, and Data Virtualization
Bring innovative Next-Gen tech products to market for Enterprise clients
Employ conceptual thinking to create world-class digital products and
services across platforms, synthesizing user needs, business goals, and
technical solutions
This is a lead design / developer role on the development team, working to
define and incorporate UI and UX standards, and includes front-end
development, and interaction with the Functional, Test, and Architecture
teams
Will work with the Functional and Development teams to build mockups,
layouts, and user task flows
Will work with the developers on the design and development of UI
components, UI screen layouts, and UI standards to ensure consistency across
multiple applications
Will work with the developers to enhance application usability and
accessibility
Will illustrate design ideas using storyboards, process flows, wireframes, and
prototypes
Guide and influence the Product/Service development process by leveraging
your command of HCI and Design
Both formally and informally uncover user needs and contexts via primary and
secondary research techniques and leverage your learnings to come up with
the big idea
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Must have broad vision and depth to define new architecture
Capable of efficiently handling multiple complex projects in a timely manner
Advanced degree in HCI, Computer Science or equivalent, ideal
Ability to initiate and lead new activities, and to work independently, in a
team
50 – 75% - travel to and work on client/other sites
Keep abreast of trends and best practices in interactive design, rich media
and information design


